


About Energy Carta

  

     We seek to promote our cause by bringing various stakeholders together to have 
meaningful discourse and provide pragmatic solutions. In particular, we seek to 
promote interest amongst grassroots and students, offering opportunities for greater 
interaction between youth and industry.

Sustainability Trail

   Energy Carta is a non-profit organisation as well as a NUS student group 
founded in 2008 by a team of young adults who wanted to make a positive impact 
in the world. We are driven by a passion for sustainable development, the environment 
and a desire to invoke change through our actions

   Sustainability Trail (previously known as Energy Trail) is an 
interactive learning trail featuring sites in Singapore that showcase 
sustainability initiatives. In this year's edition of Sustainability Trail, the theme is 
“Green Living”, here the focus is to better understand the sustainable 
development landscape, more specifically on the efforts that youths can take 
to start their green and sustainable living journey. Relevant stakeholders from 
the government, non-government and private domains will be featured in the 
Sustainability Trail for a holistic representation of the green and 
sustainable living sector in Singapore. 

●  Connect ideas and perspectives: To provide a platform where the youth, 
  the industry, and the experts can meet to discuss and exchange ideas.
●  Educate through experiential learning: To educate young leaders who are 
 passionate about sustainable development and enhance their learning 
 process through interactive and experiential learning activities.
●  Empower youths: To inspire and empower youths to take action by pursuing 
  careers in the sustainable development industry. 

The three main objectives for the trail are:



Speaker’s Prole

Mr Arthur Choo is the CEO & Co-Founder manager of SAVCON GROUP . 
SAVCON.COM.SG is the go-to innovation platform which produces trendy 
and cost-efficient products, customised to fuel-saving, energy-saving and 
more. Arthur Choo, also formerly known as the Founder of BEAT'ABOX, a 
home brand in the arts & music scape, now is in charge of improving and 
sustaining a clean and green environment in Singapore. He will be sharing 
about Singapore's latest technological trends to suit the ever-needing 
society today. Hear him out!

Arthur Choo
CEO & Co-Founder
Savcon Group

Chitra Venkatesh 
Head of Education 
World Wide Fund for Nature (WWF) Singapore 

Chitra Venkatesh is a career Education Intrapreneur with experience 
in start-up, established and turnaround settings. She enjoys 
enabling innovation by connecting people's skill with a clear purpose. 
She has been part of starting and managing a range of international 
programmes, for a variety of audience and developing engaged 
teams to implement them. Before World Wide Fund for Nature, 
she served for more than 20 years in local, multi-national and global 
for-profit organisations in publishing, engineering, corporate law and 
education sectors. Her expertise revolves in the worlds of education, 
programme management and people development. She enjoys creating 
opportunities where people, expertise and innovation come together



Speaker’s Prole

Maisie graduated with a Bachelors in Environmental Science 
and Engineering from National University of Singapore, and a 
Masters in Environment, Politics and Globalisation from King's College 
London. She is currently working in the Green Mark Department 
(Existing Buildings) at Building and Construction Authority, focusing on 
greening publ ic  sector  ex is t ing bui ld ings and schools. 
She is also one of the programme administrators and mentors 
in the BCA-MOE Back to School Programme, an internship 
programme where Institute of Higher Learning students from 
built environment related courses go back to their alma maters 
to green the school.

Maisie Koh
Building and Construction Authority

Philip Andrews-Speed has been at the Energy Studies Institute since 
2012. He has 35 years in energy and natural resources, starting his 
career as a mineral and oil exploration geologist before moving into the 
field of energy and resource governance. His research focuses on the 
political economy of the sustainable energy transition in Asia. 

Philip Andrews-Speed 
Senior Principal Fellow
Energy Studies Institute
National University of Singapore



Programme Details

Time Programme

11:00 to 12:20
(20 minutes per presentation)

12:20 to 12:50

12:50 to 13:30

13:30 to 14:00

14:00 to 15:00

Presentation by guest speakers representing

- Government

- Private sector / NGO

- Academic

Panel Discussion / Q&A

Lunch & Networking

Travel time

HDB Gallery at Toa Payoh HDB Hub



HDB Gallery 
at Toa Payoh HDB Hub

LIVINGSPACE
Behind the Block : Singapore’s Public Housing History

As architects of the homes and towns designed for quality and sustainable living, 
HDB presents LIVINGSPACE, an engaging and immersive gallery. 

Walk through the different spaces to discover the meticulous planning, innovation,
and creativity in building communities and housing a nation

GALLERIES
1. Journey      : A nostalgic journey through the evolution of Singapore’s public 
                          housing.
2. Theatre       : Discover Tengah. Immerse in a stunning light show of HDB’s latest 
                          town with projection mapping unveiling every intricate planning layer.
3. Future         : Envision the future of HDB Housing.
4. Share          : Experience the community spirit and vibrancy in the HDB 
                          Heartlands.
5. Create         : Learn how cherished homes are shaped through forward-looking  
                          policies and programmes.
6. Eco             : Discover how HDB develops quality living environments that are  
                          smart and sustainable.
7. Plan            : Understand the principles and methodologies that guide HDB’s 
                          comprehensive town planning.
8. Homescape: Experience the panoramic and picturesque vistas of HDB towns and
                          estates, to discover a side of our homes you never knew.

Source : www.hdb.gov.sg
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